Dear Friends,

We are announcing the launch of a new Journal named "Journal of Medical Thesis". This quarterly (print and online), peer-reviewed journal will publish Thesis from all areas of medicine including basic sciences and clinical and paraclinical branches. Every year more than six to seven thousand medical thesis are been written, however very few (less than 10%) see the light of publication. The ‘Journal of Medical Thesis’ (JMT) aims to provide a solution for this issue and also have added advantage for the students and the teachers who have invested both time and effort into the thesis. JMT will publish thesis in a format of scientific paper and also make the thesis online for easy Citation. We aim to develop this journal into a single source of all medical thesis and innovative hypothesis. The Journal will include many focused and novel features including those listed below.

**GUEST EDITORIALS & INTERVIEWS:** These will be invited from eminent clinician/researcher who have years of experience in guiding medical students and thesis works

**MEDICAL HYPOTHESIS:** Beginning of any thesis is an Hypothesis and JMT will have a special section on all hypothesis proposals which again will be printed as a scientific paper

**MEDICAL THESIS:** Peer-reviewed original articles on any study conducted which is related to medical field and will include all branches of medicine including dental and rehabilitation specialities. Also other specialities like Biotechnology, biomedical engineering and any other field of scientific inquiry related to medical field can publish their thesis and hypothesis in JMT. Basic sciences and PhD will be given special preference for publication

**STUDENTS CORNER:** Queries of students regarding ongoing thesis or new projects can be answered by the editorial board members or invited specialist from the related field.

**LETTER TO EDITOR:** On any topic or article that is published in the journal. This will aim to improve collaborations and understanding among different faculties

---

**Why is JMT Special?**

- It is the Only Journal in the World that publishes Medical thesis
- It has Editorial Board consisting of more than 100 faculties from all areas of medicine
- It is Indexed by Index Copernicus, EbscoHost and Google Scholar
- It has and ISSN Number (2347-5595) and Digital Object Identifier (doi:10.13107/jmt)
- It is Open Access, Peer Reviewed and print volume is circulated to many medical colleges.
- A truly multi-disciplinary Journal with all faculties of medicine under one roof
- Provides insights into the ever progressing Research frontier and platform to new budding researchers

This is the third journal from Indian Orthopaedic Research group along with Journal of Orthopaedic case reports and Journal of orthopaedic complications. The first Issue of the Journal if already published and can be found online. Please visit the website www.journalmedicalthesis.com and register for free to receive more information about the Journal. Simplified authors guidelines are provided and all submissions are through the online submission portal ‘Scripture’. For any queries please feel free to contact us at below details

**Dr Ashok Shyam**  
Editor - JMT  
drashokshyam@yahoo.co.uk

**Contact JMT:**  
email: journalmedicalthesis@gmail.com  
website: journalmedicalthesis.com